“WHAT ARE YOU LADS UP TO?”
by ROGER BUTCHER

Electro-diesel No.E6028 is pictured on Stewarts Lane Shed on April 23rd, 1966. Delivered from English
Electric to the depot just a few days earlier, E6028 was one of 43 members of the Class, E6007-E6049, that were
commissioned at Stewarts Lane between October 1965 and January 1967.
Colour-Rail 208902
In the latest of a series of articles featuring the shed-bashing trips of Roger Butcher and Terry
Hayward, ESS Chairman Roger Butcher reflects on the trips they made in January and February 1966.
The significance to Roger of a late-night visit to Stewarts Lane is referenced as is why the ‘fuel and
inspection point’ at Cambridge Street brought about a change in the format of his shed-bashing trips
with Terry.
For many of you reading this article, 1966 will always be associated with England winning the World
Cup. Whilst that is also certainly true for myself, it was also the year Terry and I set about completing
the task we had set ourselves of trying to chase down every surviving steam locomotive we had not yet
seen.
WANTS’ LIST
With Spurs five games in January all being in London, the first available weekend for a shed-bashing
trip was the fifth and sixth of February. Before deciding what sheds should be visited on that trip, it was
first necessary to review our respective wants’ lists and to make any adjustments required to reflect the
withdrawn steam locomotives we had not managed to see before they were scrapped.
For myself, my wants’ list on April 15th, 1965, when we set off on our 10-day trip to (primarily)
Scotland and the north-east, consisted of 2,501 steam locomotives. Of that long list, it transpired that
only 17 had been scrapped before I could see them, whilst 30 remained on my wants’ list at the
beginning of 1966. Looking back, the 17 that were never to be listed in my records as seen equates to
only two thirds of one per cent of the original target. A very small figure which far exceeded even my
most optimistic hopes when we began our quest.
For the record, the ones that were missed were 43075, 44003, 44192, 44673, 45300, 45661, 47400,
47597, 48704, 61214, 61291, 63357, 63411, 63414, 63432, 65933 and 73123. One of the fascinations
of the What Really Happened to Steam (WRHTS) project was finding out that a number of the above
had only been missed by several days. However, that number is far outweighed by those we saw ‘just
in time’ as they were already withdrawn.
Of the above, 45300, 47400, 47597 and 48704 had all been withdrawn during the August to December
period with the other 13 withdrawn between mid-April to mid-May. Moving into 1966, the four
withdrawn in the latter part of 1965 needed to be removed from my wants’ list, hence the reduction
from 34 to 30 on that list.
Looking at those four locomotives in more detail, 45300 was allocated to Holyhead, 47400 and 47597
were Crewe Works shunters whilst 48704 was based at Aintree. The withdrawal of 45300 was not known
when our initial plans for 1966 were drawn up, but the subsequent sighting of a condemned 47646 at
a scrapyard meant that there were (in effect) still 30 potential steam locomotives to be chased down in
1966.
If only we had then the benefit of the data the WRHTS project has now gathered together we would
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If only we had then the benefit of the data the WRHTS project has now gathered together we would
have included Stourbridge Junction Shed on our February 1966 trip as 45300 was noted stored there
from (at least) January 23rd to February 20th. Similarly, my enquiries at Aintree Shed on our visits of
October 10th and 23rd 1965 only ever established that they had not seen 48704 for some time and they
did not expect it to return as it was now condemned.
Over five decades later, we now know that we should have visited Reddish Shed as 48704 was noted
stored there between (at least) September 26th and October 17th. Whilst we had visited Reddish Shed
on our trips to the Manchester area on May 9th and August 14th, our October visits to the north-west
focused on depots where there were steam locomotives we wanted to see. Our schedule did not,
therefore, include an electric depot where (normally) you would never see a steam locomotive. A
locomotive which presumably had failed nearby. Oh well, you cannot win them all!
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
So, where were the 30 steam locomotives on my initial 1966 wants’ list allocated? Needless to say,
the geographical distribution was wider than one would have ideally liked, although the majority were
based at London Midland Region sheds. By the time we set out on our first weekend trip together in
1966, I knew the 30 numbers off by heart! Was that obsessive or just dedication to this wonderful hobby
of ours? Probably both!
In ascending order of shed codes (as at January 1st, 1966) the full list was:
Oxley – 44691, Crewe South – 45297, Stoke – 48555, Nuneaton – 48206 and 48264, Mold Junction –
48697, Shrewsbury – 75063, Llandudno Junction – 45282, Holyhead – 45300, Birkenhead – 92121,
Newton Heath – 44861 and 44926, Patricroft – 73073, Buxton – 68006, Rose Grove – 48053, Skipton
– 75057 and 75058, Carlisle (Kingmoor) – 44982 and 44989, Derby – 47006, Burton – 48254 and
48681, Westhouses – 48197, Langwith Junction – 43108, Holbeck – 42622 and 48157, Wakefield –
90651 and Low Moor – 90723.
My list was completed by Crewe Works shunter 47661 and 71000 which was stored at Crewe Works
pending preservation. As I have referenced before in this series of articles, generally during this period
Terry’s wants’ list was approximately half of mine as, being four years older, he had travelled more
extensively than I had. However, going into 1966 that ratio had changed with Terry’s list of 11 steam
locomotives being only just over a third of mine. Terry’s wants’ list consisted of 43108, 44982, 45282,
47006, 47661, 48197, 48697, 68006, 75057, 75058 and 90723 – none of which I had seen myself.
TWO TRIPS
With the steam locomotives that we needed to see spread between 23 locations, ranging from North
Wales to the Scottish border as well as Cheshire, the Midlands, the North-West and Yorkshire, it was
apparent that two weekend trips would be necessary to visit every shed/works that we needed to.
It was, therefore, decided that the first trip would be the less demanding one mileage-wise and would
be the appropriate weekend to cope with the restriction (to us) of having to arrive at a location at a
specific time. However, whether one needed a permit for a Sunday afternoon guided tour of Crewe
Works or not has been lost in the mists of time. Perhaps an ESS member can advise what the protocol
was for a Sunday afternoon guided tour of Crewe Works?
CAMBRIDGE STREET FUEL AND INSPECTION POINT
So, with our first shed-bashing trip of 1966 booked for the first weekend of February, I could now focus
on the Spurs games in London I planned to attend. As always, my match-day routine would contain an
element of trainspotting. At this point of time, my Saturday morning routine comprised of regular visits
to St Pancras and King’s Cross and their associated locomotive stabling points. During January the
King’s Cross visits were productive for Brush 4 diesels, in particular, but it was the visits to the fuel and
inspection point at Cambridge Street (along with a brief visit to St Pancras Station) that attracted Terry’s
attention.
The reason being that, whilst seeing the steam locomotives we needed was our absolute priority, both
Terry and I had fully embraced the new era of diesel and electric traction. One class that we had both
taken a particular interest in, partly because our wants’ lists were similar in totals but significantly
different in which locomotives were needed, was the Peaks. For example, although I had seen D1 and
D7 when I bunked Camden Shed as a 13-year-old on September 18th, 1960, I still needed D5, D6 and
D8 from what were later known as the ten Class 44s. Terry, however, copped all ten over the weekend
of December 5th and 6th, 1964, D4 at Burton and the other nine on Toton Shed. So, at the beginning
of 1966 I needed 22 Peaks whilst Terry required 21. However, the sightings of D43, D62, D81, D93,
D109, D116 and D159 at either Cambridge Street or St Pancras during January prompted Terry to
suggest that the Spurs home matches should, going forward, be part of a London shed-bashing day! It
was a suggestion I was more than happy to accept, although later it was to become a ‘problem’!
CHANGE OF PLAN
The initial plan for our first weekend trip of 1966 was to visit all the sheds, plus Crewe Works, in the
2, 5, 6, 8 and 9 divisions where we needed steam locomotives, plus Banbury – where Ian needed 45426
– but excluding Nuneaton. However, that plan changed at the last moment when Terry became aware
that four of the Jinties employed as shunters at Crewe Works (and condemned in August 1965) had
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Ex-LMS Class 5MT 4-6-0 No.45300 is pictured at Menai Bridge on August 12th, 1965. Allocated to Holyhead
from IW 22.6.63 to its withdrawal in the last six days of December 1965, 45300 was the last steam locomotive
to be withdrawn that Roger was never to see.
Colin G Parry/Colour-Rail 313053
that four of the Jinties employed as shunters at Crewe Works (and condemned in August 1965) had
been sold to Bird, Bridgend in late 1965. Of those four, neither Terry nor I had seen 47400 whilst I had
not seen 47646.
Coupled with the fact that it was believed that D1671 and D6983 were still in the vicinity of Bridgend
Station following their serious collision on December 17th, 1965, Terry suggested we go to Shrewsbury
via Bridgend. Ian Fairhead, our excellent navigator, was not too enthusiastic about the change of plan
as it meant this trip would not include Banbury as he had anticipated. It was, therefore, agreed that we
would either fit Banbury in on our return journey or, alternatively, on the following Sunday we could
have a day out that would include Banbury and (for me) Oxley.
The other adjustment was that the reallocation data available prior to our trip revealed that 48697
had been transferred from Mold Junction to Croes Newydd. Another last-minute change involved calling
in at Newport on the way to Bridgend in order to give my maternal grandmother a lift back home! As
had become the norm since my paternal grandfather passed away on September 16th, 1963, she would
spend several of the winter months with us in Horndean. The opportunity to be driven back – instead
of returning by train – was taken and she patiently waited in our hire car whilst we visited Gloucester
Horton Road Shed on our journey to 218, Conway Road.
GLOUCESTER
Although Terry and I had both ceased full booking of locomotives from January 1st, 1966, I still
recorded the Western Region locomotives in store at the shed on that early February Saturday morning.
Present awaiting disposal were 3675, 3759, 3775, 3863, 4100, 4689, 6113, 6141, 6160, 6924, 7808,
7816, 7829, 9672 and 9680. My favourite memories though of Gloucester go back to 1959 and 1960
when I first persuaded my father to stop at Gloucester on our car trips back and forth between
Portsmouth and Newport so I could visit the sheds at Horton Road and Barnwood. On one of those
occasions – when my parents were shopping in Gloucester – I recall wondering how long the footbridge
between Gloucester Eastgate Station and Gloucester Central Station was. It seemed a very long way to
a 12-year-old shuttling back and fore between the two stations!
As a result of Gloucester being a stopping-off point on our trips back and fore between Portsmouth
and Newport, I saw the majority of the steam locomotives allocated to the two Gloucester sheds from
1959 onwards. And, of course, the larger locomotives frequently passed my grandmother’s house in
Newport. However, you always remember the ones you missed and, in the case of the Gloucester-based
locomotives, it was always 41535 I saw on my visits to Gloucester and never 41537 (which no doubt
was working in Gloucester Docks). Similarly, as ESS member Steve Bartlett points out in his superb
book Gloucester Locomotive Sheds, Horton Road & Barnwood, “No doubt there were a few visiting
enthusiasts to Horton Road that looked in vain for the depot’s 1600 0-6-0 PTs” and “the class would
rarely be seen at Horton Road itself, except for spares or engines under repair.” The reason being,
although I did not know it at the time, was they were out-based at the depot’s sub-shed at Lydney.
Hence, 1625, 1626, 1642 and 1650 being four of the class I never saw. More positively, on this visit
Terry and I both copped D9535.
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218, CONWAY ROAD
The next stop was my grandmother’s house, 218 Conway Road and, having dropped her off first, we
visited the sheds at Ebbw Junction and Pill before returning for some light refreshments. Inevitably we
also spent a few minutes in the back garden and we all copped D1967 – which had been delivered some
three and a half months earlier – as it sped past on the South Wales Main Line. And then it was time to
head for Bridgend before heading north to Shrewsbury.
It was a different story on Terry and Ian’s previous visit to 218 Conway Road when we all slept there
whilst my grandmother was back in Horndean with my parents. On that occasion, I slept at the front of
the house, whilst Terry and Ian slept in the back bedroom which overlooks the South Wales Main Line.
Well, I say ‘slept’ but Terry’s records for Saturday February 20th, 1965 show that he noted D1051,
D1612, D1650, D1652, D1691, D1708, D1739, D3822, D4181, D6839, D6875, D6893, D6923, D7066,
D7069, 5252, 6984, 73021 and 92108 before we set out for our first shed of the day! The lighting of
the signal box and the East Usk Yard floodlighting obviously made a difficult task easier!
BRIDGEND
As regards our visit to Bridgend it was disappointing that our visit was too late to see 47400 although
fortunately for me 47646 was still present in Bird’s scrapyard at Bridgend. As for the two accidentdamaged diesel locomotives, D1671 was noted at the west end of Bridgend Station but there was no
sign of D6983. With no station staff visible on the station platforms, I wanted to look for someone to
ask as to the whereabouts of D6983, as surely it could not be far away. Ian was impatient to get on our
way to Shrewsbury and so we left quicker than I would have liked. It was a decision both Ian and Terry
would later regret as it transpired that D6983 was at the east end of the station, although whether it
was visible without leaving the station platforms I do not know.
NORTH WALES
The next stage of this weekend was to travel north to Shrewsbury and Croes Newydd and along the
North Wales coast to Llandudno Junction and Holyhead before returning to England to visit the Liverpool
and Manchester division sheds where steam locomotives we still needed were allocated. 75063 was seen
at Shrewsbury, along with withdrawn Western Region locomotives 7801, 7802, 7812, 7819, 7820,
7821, 7822, 7827, 7828 and 9657. I did smile as I recorded 7801 and reflected on how pleased I had
been to see 7801 at Leaton the previous March (Link 115), Anthony Manor being the 664th named
Western Region steam locomotive I had seen of the 670 in stock in August 1957 when I began the
hobby.
The North Wales element of our trip was scheduled to be in darkness and, following four attempts in
1965 to see 48697 at Mold Junction, we crept quietly into Croes Newydd on that long-ago Saturday
night with the hope its transfer to this depot would be lucky for us. As if! Not only was 48697 not present
but neither was a single member of the shed staff! So, none the wiser as to where it may be, I booked
the Western Region locomotives that were present – 1628, 1638, 1660, 3709, 3749, 4645, 5605, 5676,
5677, 6611, 6626, 6697, 9610, 9630 and 9669 – and we set off for Llandudno Junction and Holyhead,
two sheds we had only visited once before. Thankfully, 45282 was present on Llandudno Junction Shed
as was D2607, the one ex-Ardsley Shed Hunslet that had recently come to North Wales that I had not
previously seen. Not for one moment did I ever imagine that it would be condemned the following year!
Holyhead Shed though was a disappointment with no sign of 45300. One always takes a deep breath
when walking in unannounced in the middle of the night to ask a shed foreman where a particular
locomotive is! However, as was normally the case, the information was readily given. On this occasion
the answer was that 45300 had been condemned in the final days of 1965 and would not be returning
to Holyhead. He did not though know where 45300 was or to which scrapyard it was en route. So, as
referenced earlier in this article, this was a steam locomotive that ‘got away’.
It was now time to head back to England and Terry drove back along the North Wales coast and on to
Birkenhead where we parked near the shed entrance for a few hours’ sleep.
FIFTH TIME LUCKY
At the time of this visit, no less than 54 of the 73 steam locomotives allocated to Birkenhead were 9Fs.
An amazing statistic for a shed that had none at the beginning of 1963! However, 92121 had not been
present on any of our four visits to Birkenhead Shed in the previous nine months. On this very early
Sunday morning visit my feelings were a mixture of relief, pleasure and satisfaction to find 92121
present and, therefore, the 241st of this class that I had seen. Terry had previously recorded 92121 on
Annesley Shed on December 6th, 1964, his final total seen of this class being 243.
Next on our itinerary were the Manchester Division sheds and the sightings of 73073 (Patricroft),
44861 (Newton Heath) and 68006 (Buxton) further reduced my steam locomotive wants’ list. As for
44926, the friendly shed foreman at Newton Heath advised that it had been transferred to Lancaster
(Green Ayre) the previous month.
WE ARE GOING TO BE LATE!
Moving to the Crewe Division, our next stop was Stoke and it was disappointing to find that 48555 was
not on Stoke Shed. However, the friendly shed foreman (that phrase again) advised that 48555 had
recently failed at Crewe South and had been condemned. Very convenient as that was our next
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recently failed at Crewe South and had been condemned. Very convenient as that was our next
destination! Having first visited the diesel depot, we started walking around the steam shed when it
became apparent that, with so many locomotives on the shed, we were going to miss the starting time
for the official Crewe Works visit we intended to join.
Quite simply, we were so used to our permit-less world, where day and night blurred into each other,
that the time of day did not matter to us! However, on this particular afternoon it obviously did, so we
abandoned our visit and rushed to the Crewe Works main entrance. Fortunately, we just made it and I
mean just! 47661 and 71000 were duly seen, whilst D5709 and D5715 were noteworthy diesel cops for
myself. As for the Brush 4 locomotives being built at Crewe Works, Terry recorded D1988 to D1995 as
they were, in his view, either built or virtually so. As for D1996 to D1999 and D1100 to D1103 they were
not recorded as they were either body shells or body frames. For myself, I simply did not record any of
them, preferring to have no ambiguity at all. In a hobby such as ours it is obviously a personal choice
and I would strongly recommend reading Philip Stuart’s thought–provoking articles on the topic in Links
130 and 132.
Returning to Crewe South Shed, Stoke’s condemned 48555 was duly seen as was the shed’s 45297,
the latter having already been seen just before we made our undignified dash to Crewe Works. As
regards our journey back to Portsmouth, it was Terry’s wish to go via Westhouses, where we both
needed 48197, rather than back via Oxley and Banbury. Unfortunately, 48197 was not present on
Westhouses Shed and – just as with 48697 at Croes Newydd – there was no one about to ask. For Terry
though there was the consolation of seeing D135, a Peak I had first seen at Bristol Temple Meads Station
on November 6th, 1962 whilst I was en route from Portsmouth to Newport.
OXLEY AND BANBURY SHEDS
The following Sunday, February 13th, was (for us) a relatively short day out with no aspiration of
chasing down 44691 or 45426 if they were not present at Oxley and Banbury respectively. It was to fill
the gap from our previous weekend and to discuss Terry’s thoughts about our trainspotting trips going
forward. As referenced earlier in this article, our shed-bashing trips were based around the weekends
when Spurs were away from home or, to be more precise, out of London.
This arrangement had come about in December 1964 when – to ensure my continued participation in
our shed-bashing trips – Terry agreed that the timing of the trips would be such that I could pursue
both my major interests in life. It was now Terry’s view that, with the influx of new locomotives now
working into London (electric locomotives into Euston, Brush 4s into King’s Cross, new electro-diesels
being delivered to Stewarts Lane, etc) that we should combine my Spurs matches with a full day’s
trainspotting. In other words, an 18–19-hour day! Terry’s strategy was that he (and Ian) would drop
me off outside White Hart Lane, the Spurs ground, and pick me up immediately after the match. The
day outother
would
include
a number
of LTsheds
‘bus garagday out would include a number of LT ‘bus garages. Terry’s
major
interest,
and any
visited
es. Terry’s other major interest, and any sheds
visited whilst I was at the football match would be
the ones of least interest to me at that point in
time. And that Cambridge Street would be included on every trip!
As for our day out, Ian was disappointed to find
out at Banbury that 45426 had literally just been
transferred to Colwick. Fortunately for me, 44691
was present on our Oxley Shed visit, whilst our
diesel locomotive cops at Saltley Shed included
D3020.
KING’S CROSS SHED
With our revised strategy due to start on February 26th, my regular visits to St Pancras and
King’s Cross, and their associated locomotive stabling points, preceded Spurs 4-3 victory over
Fulham on February 19th. Amongst the diesel
shunters stabled in the vicinity of the site of King’s
Cross shed was D3723, one of the two Finsbury
Park diesel shunters I needed. One of the pleasures (for me) of visiting the sites of former sheds
was when it was a shed of which I had fond
memories. That certainly applies to the steam
Ex-LNER Class LI 4MT 2-6-4T No.67791 is pictured under
shed at King’s Cross which I successfully bunked
the coaling plant at King’s Cross Shed in October 1956.
twice, the first time as a 14-year-old on April 23rd,
Ex-LNER Class A4 4-6-2 No.60032 Gannet is also in the
photograph. Without doubt King’s Cross was one of the most
1961. Now this was a challenging shed! No doubt
challenging sheds to access without a permit!
about that! I have, over the years, seen a number
F Hornby/Colour-Rail 91650
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of ‘stories’ about accessing this shed. Several of the stories I regard as not credible and surprise,
surprise, no record of what was actually seen on shed. My first visit followed a chance conversation with
an enthusiast on King’s Cross Station who advised that the problem with accessing the shed was that
it was inside a goods yard complex with a significant amount of valuable merchandise. Hence the three
road entrances (two in York Way and one in Goods Way) were permanently manned. However, the
Goods Way entrance was not manned on a Sunday and, although the gates were locked, there was an
unlocked wicket gate in the main gate. He advised that the shed office was on the right-hand side of
the perimeter road and to walk past as quickly as possible and get into the shed buildings as soon as
you can.
A wicket gate is, incidentally, described in the Oxford Dictionary of English as ‘a small door or gate,
especially one beside or in a larger one’. Consulting our revered ninth edition of Aidan Fuller’s The British
Locomotive Shed Directory, it is the York Way entrance that is the nearest to the station that is the one
that is referenced. However, it is interesting to note that the Goods Way entrance is referenced in the
suggested London itinerary in part three of the 1960 shed directory. A subtle hint perhaps?
Sure enough, the above description was exactly correct and myself and Des Hanslow, also from
Portsmouth Grammar School, pushed the wicket gate open and so were able to access the perimeter
road of the goods yard that led to the shed. With our hearts beating faster than normal, we held our
breath and walked straight past the office building and swiftly into the shed.
No sooner were we in the shed when we became aware that the shed foreman was on our tail. We,
therefore, hid for a while in the crescent-shaped repair shops and then tried to record all the locomotives
we could without emerging into the shed yard where we would almost certainly be seen. And, for the
first and only time, I recorded the names of the A4s we could see in the adjacent roads (but could not
see their numbers). Fortunately, we were not caught before I was also able to record the numbers of
Golden Fleece, Miles Beevor and Silver Fox.
Having identified all the locomotives we could we emerged into the shed yard to record the handful
of locomotives near the coaling plant. As we completed our objective, the shed foreman (inevitably)
appeared and simply pointed to the way out! Present on that memorable visit were D3307, D3310,
D3311, D3715, 60006, 60007, 60014, 60017, 60021, 60023, 60025, 60026, 60028, 60030, 60062,
60102, 60110, 60123, 60158, 60800, 60814, 60820, 60853, 60854, 60871, 60884, 60902, 60903,
60906, 60939, 60943, 60950, 60956, 60983, 61179, 61364, 61374, 61393, 61756, 61830, 67744,
67745, 67749, 67752, 67767, 67770, 67779, 67792, 67797, 67800, 69523, 69529, 69533, 69535,
69538, 69546, 69568, 69575, 69585, 90055, 90151, 92034, 92178, 92179 and 92180.
Some 60 years later this particular shed visit remains a very special memory. Before that long-ago

Barclay 0-4-0DM No.D2953 is pictured on March Shed on April 11th, 1965. Rob’s excellent photograph of
D2953 does, however, add to the mystery of this locomotive’s time with British Railways. Despite being allocated
to Stratford for the whole of its 10-year career on British Railways, it was rarely seen or photographed on
Stratford Shed. Terry first saw D2953 on Cambridge Shed on April 19th, 1964, whilst the first time Roger saw
D2953 on Stratford Shed - on six visits between May 1962 to February 1966 - was on February 26th, 1966, just
four months before it was sold into industrial service. More recently, D2953 was on view at the 2018 ESS AGM
at Rowsley, where it is one of the locomotives owned by the Heritage Shunters’ Trust.
RN Pritchard
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Some 60 years later this particular shed visit remains a very special memory. Before that long-ago
Sunday I had only seen a handful of locomotives in the 6XXXX number series, let alone any A4s, so to
see ten A4s on King’s Cross Shed (as well as 60003 and 60032 on our brief visit to King’s Cross Station)
was a wonderful introduction to the ex-LNER locomotives numbered between 60001 and 69999.
“WHAT ARE YOU LADS UP TO?”
Our first combined Spurs/shed-bashing trip on February 26th had various positives although a notable
negative was that the Spurs game at Arsenal was postponed at the very last moment. So, having left
Terry and Ian at King’s Cross and travelled by tube to Arsenal, I returned to King’s Cross to await their
return from the sheds at Old Oak Common and Willesden. More positively, Terry was particularly
pleased that his first visit to ‘Roger’s’ Cambridge Street saw him cop D114, a Peak I had previously seen
on Bristol Bath Road Shed on November 10th, 1963, whilst the presence of D8227 on Stratford Shed
meant that it was a class where every locomotive had now been seen by Terry. The other notable cop
for me on Stratford Shed was Barclay diesel-mechanical shunter D2953. However, although allocated
to Stratford during the whole of its 10-year career on British Railways, the accompanying photograph
shows D2953 at March Shed on April 11th, 1965, whilst Terry first saw D2953 on Cambridge Shed on
April 19th, 1964. Whilst its existence following its sale into industrial service only four months after this
observation is well recorded, can an ESS member provide any information on D2953’s period in British
Railways service?
Our next shed was Hither Green and the presence of D6567 meant that I now only needed D6507 and
D6587 from this class. Our final shed of the day was Stewarts Lane and, as per our previous two visits,
we accessed the shed by the footbridge from Corunna Terrace. Well, that was the plan but unfortunately
we were confronted by a padlocked gate. Whether this was temporary or permanent I do not know but
it meant we would need to find an alternative way in. We managed to find a gap in the fence which took
us on to the rough ground under the main line between Wandsworth Road and Victoria stations.
Gingerly, and with the aid of our torches as it was now around 11.00pm, we worked our way through
the rubble and debris and emerged at the top of the yard of the three-road electric locomotive depot.
Seeing several shed staff standing together at the entrance to the shed building we hid out of sight
by a breakdown coach that was near the carriage washer. Well I say hid, but it quickly became apparent
that we had been seen when one of the shed staff pointed in our direction several times. I made the
decision to walk over casually and (hopefully) engage them in friendly conversation. As I got nearer to
them it was apparent that they were more curious than hostile and the first words spoken were “What
are you lads up to?”. I explained we had come to London for a day’s trainspotting and to watch Spurs
against Arsenal and we were hoping to see some of the new electro-diesels that were being delivered
to the depot.
One of the staff, Ted Baldock, who I later got to know well, was a Chelsea supporter and he asked
how Jimmy Greaves was playing following his illness and nearly three months out of the game. Ted’s
interest was because, as some of you will be aware, Jimmy made his name playing for Chelsea. Despite
the time of night and our unorthodox entry into Stewarts Lane, Ted took us to see the new electrodiesels that were present, these being E6009, E6011, E6013, E6017, E6019 and E6020. Delivery of
E6007 to E6049 had begun the previous October and it was anticipated that they would all be delivered
by the end of 1966. Of the electro-diesels on shed that night, E6019 and E6020 were very recent
deliveries whilst E6021 was due to arrive in the next few days. As to our exit, Ted did not want us to
leave the way we had arrived and he advised us to take the path that led from the back of the electric
locomotive shed to a door in the wall that led into Portslade Road. It was a path we were to become
very familiar with!
AND FINALLY …
So, our day out in London had come to a successful conclusion and our thoughts now turned to the
second of the two weekend trips we had planned in our chasing down of steam. My steam locomotives
wants’ list had been reduced to 18, whilst Terry now needed eight steam locomotives. As Terry drove
back to Portsmouth, we speculated on what our last steam locomotive would be? Which of us would
finish first? We would find out in the coming months!

SHED HISTORIES
Former ESS members Roger Griffiths and John Hooper are collaborating on more of their excellent
shed histories and we are pleased to inform members of the publications that they can be found in:
The second part of L&NER Sheds of Carlisle appeared in the April issue of Steam Days, and Part 3,
London Road, will be in the July issue which will come out around the third week of June. Additionally,
Whitby, the second part of Yorkshire Coastal Sheds, will appear in the July issue of Back Track magazine.
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